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This paper documents that a successful tender offer increases the combined v&z of the target and 
acquiring firms by an average of 74%. We also provide a theoretical analysis of the grsr’~ss of 
competition for control of the target and empirical evidence that competition amcng bidding 6rm.s 
increases the returns to targets and decreases the returns to acquirers, that the supply of target 
shares is positively sloped, and that changes in the legal/instittutional environment of tender offers 
have had no impact on the total (percentage) synergistic gains created but have significantly 
aBixted their division between the stockholders of the target and acquiring firms. 

There is empirical evidence that corporate aquisitions effeeted through 
tender offers are wealth-increasing transactions for the stockholder-s of both 
the target and acquiring firms [Dodd and R~bwck (1977) and Bradley (19W>j. 
Moreover, Bradley, Des& and Kim (1983) show that these gains are not due 
to the market’s reassessment of previously undervalued securities. They d&u- 

*This paper is a substantially revised version of earlier drafts entitled ‘Specialized Resources 
and Competition in the Market for Corporate Consol’ (September 1982) and ‘Determinants of 
the Wealth Ell’ects of Corporate Acquisitions via Tender Offers: Theory and Evidence’ (September 
1983). We have received valuable comments and criticism from participants of finance workshops 
at BuIfalo, Berkeley-Stanford, Concordia, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Northwestern, NYU, 
Ohio State, Purdue, Rutgers, SMU, Toronto, UCLA, USC, VPI, Washington Umversity, Whar- 
ton, and Wisconsin/Madison. ;a addition we would like to thank Cliff Ball, Robert Comment, 
Gregg Jarrell, Stanley Kon, Richard Leftwich (a referee of earlier drafts), John McConnell, Philip 
Perry, Myron Scholes, an anonymous referee of the most recent draft and, especially, Michael 
Jensen (the editor) for their helpful comment-. TXs research was supported by Michigan 
School Summer Research Grants. 
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ment that the positive revaluation of the target’s shares is permanent only if 
the offer is successful, i.e., only if the resources of the two firms are combined. 
This evidence is consistent with the synergy theory of tender offers, which 
posits that the aqtisition of control over the target enables the aquirer to 
redeploy the combined assets of the two firms toward higher-valued uses. 

None of the above studies, however, documents the magnitude of the 
. . . 

syneqgsq,:c g2m +hza redf from successful acquisitions achieved through 
tender offers. Indeed, whether or not sue. a acquisitions result in synergistic 
gains is still a contentious issue in the literature. For example, Roll (1986) has 
proposed the ‘Hubris Hypothesis’, which posits that the gains to target 
shareholders represent wealth transfers from squiring firms’ shareholders and 
not necessarily synergistic gains. To test this hypothesis, it is necessary to 
measure synergistic gains using matched pairs of target and aquiring firms. 
None of the earlier studies impose this requirement on their samples. 

In this. paper, we estimate the magnitude of the synergistic gains, using the 
revaluat.ion of the combined wealth of target-firm and squiring-firm share- 
holders as a basis. We C.&O examine the factors that determine the division of 
these gains between the stockholders of the two tirms and document how the 
division and the total gains created have changed with the changing environ- 
ment of &he tender offer process. 

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we estimate the synergistic 
gains created by successful tender offers. In section 3 we analyze how these 
gains are divided between the stockholders of the target and aquiring 6rms. 
Section 3 also summzrixes our an& --I * y t cf competition among bidding firms, 
which is presented more fully in the appendix. We present our empirical 
results on competition and the division of gains in section 4. A sumnmry and 
concluding remarks are presented in section 5. 

2. synergistic gains 

2.1. Definition of synergy 

We assume that a tender offer is an attempt by the bidding firm to exploit a 
profit opportunity created by a change ineconcmic conditions. This change 
may be the result of an exogenous change in supply and/or demand, techno- 
logical innovations, or purposeftt~ investments by the bidding firm. The value 
created by the combination may result from more efficient management, 
economies of scale, improved production techniques, the combination of 
compiementary resources, the redeployment of assets to more profitable uses, 
the exploitation of mnrket power, or any number of value-creating mecha- 
nisms that fall under the general rubric A A wL ,orporate synergy. We define the 
total synergistic gain from a successful tender offer as the sum of the change in 
the wealth of tl- IC s&&holders of the target and acquiring firms: 

(1) 
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where 

Al7 = total synergistic gain, 
AW, = change in target-firm shareholders’ wealth, and 
AI7/, = change in acquiring-firm stockholders’ wealth. 

This definition assumes that corporate acquisitions &&ted &rot@ inser- 
firm tender offers have no ei ~2 ~_ the we&h& of iclP Q+.M claimants (e.g., -L-V r* LlV‘ 
bondhoiders and other creditors) of the firms involved. Kim and McConnell 
(1977) and Asquith and Kim (1982) provide evidence that is consistent with 
this assumption for a sample of firms involved in corporate mergers. 

2.2. Sam@ description 

Our study is based on a sample of successful tender offer contests occurring 
over the period 1963-1984. We identify the beginning of a tender offer contest 
with the announcement of a bid for a given target. If there is only one bid, the 
contest ends when the offer is executed. The average duration between the 
announcement and the execution of a tender offer is three to four weeks. If 
additional bids are made by the same or another firm while the initial bid is 
outs”&nding, our de&&ion of the contest is extended through the execution of 
the last bid made. The duration of a contest is also extended if a subsequent 
bid is made within 14 trading days of the expiration of a previous bid. 

The pi;;< vary data base consists of 921 interfirm tender offers, regecting 
contests for 721 target firms between October 1958 and December 1984.’ 
From this data base we select our sample according to the following criteria: 
(1) The winning bidder in each contest purchased at least some of the 
outstanding target shares, (2) the acquisition took place after 2963, and (3) the 
shares of both tie iarg-& I p4 2nd acquiring firms were traded on the New York 
Stock Exchange (NYSE) or the American §tock Exchange (AMEX) at the 
time of the acquisition. The first criterion is imposed because our definition of 
synergistic gains applies only to successful tender offers.* The last two criteria 
enable us to use the CRSP (Center for Research in Security Prices) daily stock 
return data to calculate the totd synergistic gain from an acquisition. 

These selection criteria reduce our initial sample of 721 tender offer contests 
to 236. Summarr s*atistics for the percentage of target shares held, sought, and 

‘Tencler offers through 1977 were identified with the help of the data bases compiled by Bradley 
(1980) and Dodd and Ruback (1977). Relevant information for all offers was collected and/or 
verified with citations in the Wall Street Journal (index and newspa;+ 

‘Rather than imposing some arbitraq cut-off point for the definition of a successful tender 
offer, we include in our sample all offers in which the bidding firm bought any number of target 
shares. The smal!est percentage of shares purchased is 2.0. Although this may appear small. one 
shouid recognize that the control of a corporation lies along a continuum from none for those who 
own no shares to complete for those who own 100% of the firm’s voting shares. From this 
perspective, the acquisition of even 2.0% may significantly alter the power of vo!lng coa!itions and 
affect the operations of the firm. 
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Table i 

Descriptive statistics of the percmtage of target shares held, sought, and purchased hy 
acquiring firms in 236 successful tender ofi’er contests effected over the period P963-1984.a 

the 

- 
Percent of target sharesb 

Mean 
Stazhd 

deviation 
Media 

-&& _5&lr Purchased 
__ _...__VP __ _....~_ m- 

9,P, 66.2 60.4 
18.2 32.2 30.2 

0 61.2 62.8 
5.4 

ahko 
2.0 

Yxl.o 

a We define a successful tender offer as one in which the bidding km buys some (however few) 
of the target &ares pursuant to the tem~ of the bid. 

bThe denominator of ali these percentages is the total number of shares outstas.u%ng. 

purchased in the 236 successful tender offers are reported in table 1. Of the 
236 aquiring ti, 155 held no target shares prior to the offer. The 236 
aquiring firms sought, on average, 66.2% vL nf the target shares. The mean as 
well as the median fraction of target shares ultimately purchased in our total 
sample is in excess of 50%. Thus the ‘typical’ acquiring fhm in our sample held 
no target shares prior to the offer but held a majority of the outstanding target 
shares upon successful execution of the offer. 

2.3. Methodology 

Our estimates of the gains created by tender offers are based on market 
model prediction errors. Under the assumption Q! multivariate normality, the 
abmormal return (prediction error) to firm i on day t can be written as 

A43 = abnormal return to firm i on day t, 
4, 
~j, pi 

= realized return to firm i on day t, 
= msxket model parameter estimates, and 

R mc = E~Z% :G &IX eq&iJy-~&&tscJ CB_SP m&et portfo~o on day 1. 

The market model parameter esti~~i~~~s for ia:ach target firm are obtained 
v&g a maximum of 240 trading days of daily re;ums data beginning 3GO days 
before the announcement of the first tender offer bid in the conte::t. Estimates 



for the aqi%ng firms are obtained using 240 trading days of returns data 
beginning 300 days before tb.e first bid made for the target by this firm.3 

For each of the 472 firms in our sample, we cumulate the daily abnormal 
return over a contest-specific interval to obtain the cumulative abnormal 
return (CAR). The CAR is computed from five trading days before the 

mouncement of the first bid through five days titer the announcement of ___.._ 
+h * - . 
G e ultunate~y suwsfui brd. We beein to ~~~m~~ln*~ _ __ rrrUulaw the CAR five days before 
the announcement of the initial bid in order to capture any anticipatory price 
behavior (leakage of information) that may occur before .the actual public 
mouncement. 
_’ ideally, we wou!d iike to extend our CAR window until the day just before 
the offer is executed. Reliable execution dates are not available, however, for 
most of the offers in our samples The postannouncement interval of five 
trading days is consistent with the requirement in the 1968 Williams Amend- 
ment that tendered shares can be withdrawn within seven calendar days (five 
trading days). The seven-calendar-day withdrawal period was extended to 15 
business days in 1970, and starting in 1978 the regulation required that all 
tender offers remain open for 20 business days. 

‘We do not extend the CAR window through the execution of the offer 
because this would cause a downward bias in the measured returns to target 
shareholders. This downward bias stems from the necessary condition for a 
successful tender offer that the offer price, PT, be greater than the expected 
postexecution price of the remaining target shares, P,. (See the appendix.) 
The nredaum ’ f z \ r- Pn) can be rhkened to a dividend paid to tendering 

‘In a recent paper Loderer and Matter (1986) argue that the market model parameter estimates 
for acquiring firms will be biased if the estimation period is con&d to the period just before the 
aquisitiou. SpeciPcally, they argue that the estimate of the constant a will be biased upward 
because many acquiring fums initiate acquisition programs - indeed, investment programs in 
general _ folfok9kg a period of earnings growth. This over&mate of a for acquiring firms will 
result in a negative bias in the market model residuals (prediction errors) after the acquisition. 
Clearly, whether using preoger data biases the estimate of the constant is an empirical issue. 

To examine this issue, we estimated the market model parameters for the acquiring firms twice: 
first, using prcoffer data as described aba. ~2, and second, using 240 days beginning 20 days 
follotig the execution of the offer. The mean of the preoffer a’s is -0.01% (Q = 0.13%) and the 
mean of the postoffer a’s is - 0.02% (a = 0.13%). Ahhq& the mean of the preoffer a’s is larger 
(a less negative number) than the mean of the postotT& a’s, neither estimate is significantly 
different from zero or significantly different from the other. Moreover, if the preoffer a’s are 
systematically greater than the POStoff~i a’s, a linear regression of preo,Ter a % on the postouer aiS 
should yield either a slope coefficient greater than one and/ha a positive constant. Contrary to this 

prediction, a simple linear regression yields the following results: 

Pre a, = -0.ooO12 + 0.126 POSt Ui, R’ = 0.015. 

(t- -1.4) (t-1.9) 
With these results and because our trrpical estimation per&l for cumulative abnormal returns is 
only 11 days, we feel that our results wiit not be significantly biased by using the preoffer Q’S. We 
should note that the Loderer and Mauer analysis is based on monthly data whereas ours is based 
on daily data. Perhaps the misestimation of the a of acquiring firms is important @igmficant) only 
when monthly data are used. 
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stockholders. As such, the target shares will trade ‘cun+dividend’ after the 
announcement until just before th, L+ execution and ‘ex-dividend’ after the 
execution. The ‘cum-dividend’ returtl is the relevant measure of the gain to 
target stockholders. 

Ending the CAR window before the execution of the offer subjects our 
estimates to two potential biases. On the one hand, there is still a positive 
probability of failure after the end of the CM? window, and hence, our 
estimate of returns might be downward biased. On the other hand, to the 
extent that the market assigns a positive probability that the outstanding offer 
will be topped by a higher-valued bid, the measure will be an overestimate. We 
feel that the choice of five trading days after the announcement of the 
ultimately successful offer as the end of the window represents a reasonable 
tradeoff between these possible sources of bias.4 

4We recognize that our CAR statistic is but one measure of the increase in the wealth of target 
stockholders. An alternative measure has been proposed by Jensen (1985) and Comment and 
Jar&l (1987). These authors employ wk.& hti become &titin as the blended premium (BP), 
which is defined as 

BP=[(F)(P,-P,)+II-r”j(P,-~~)b)j/u~, 
where F is the fraction of target shares purchased at Pr and P, is the pre-offer market price of 
the target shares. 

As mentioned above, the II- data for some of the variables in this equation are not 
available. However, for the 52 tender offers in our sample that were effected over the periLd 
1981-1984, we were able to obtain all the necessary data from Robert Comment and Gregg 
jarrell. For each nf the offers in this subsample, c-p calculate a blended premium, using the closing 
price six days prior to the public announcement of the offer as a measure of PO. 

The mean BP for these 52 ohms is 43.03%. In comparison, olir CAR measure for this portfolio 
of firms is 35.34% (see table 2). A simple linear regression of CAR on BP yields the following 
results: 

Model: CAR= y. -t yr (i,“P) 
Coefficient: 0.018 0.779 
Standard error: 0.019 0.037 
RZ and F-statistic: 0.>%2 442.3 

Although the estimate of the constant (yO) in tkis regression is insignificantly different from zero, 
the estimate of the slope coefficient (TV) is significantly less than 1.0. Thus, both the regression 
results and the difference in means in&cate that our CAR measure is systematically less than BP 
by roughly 7.7%. 

There are a number of reasons wby we would expect CAR to be systematically less than BP. As 
discussed above, there still may be a positive probability that the outstanding offer will be 
unsuccessful even five days after the announcement of the ultimately successful offer, which is the 
end of our CAR window. If this were the reason for tie discrepancy, however, we would expect to 
Lee the CAR to single-bidder targets rise after our cutoff date. No such increase is observed (see 
table 3 and fig. 2). Moreover, there are at least two computational reasons why CAR is 
systematically less than BP, and these explanations caa e&y account for the 7.7% difference, 

First, CAR is, by design, net 8f market movements. The average duration of the offers in this 
sample is 22 trading days or one trading month. The average monthly return to the CR§P 
equally-weighted market portfolio between 1981 and 1984 is roughly 1.7%. Since ihe average Beta 
of the firms in this sample is 0.996, 1.7% of the 7.7% difference between BP and CAR can be 
attributed to general market movements. 

A second reason for the disparity between CAR and BP is that the former is a sum of 
(abnormal) returns whereas the latter is essentially a continuously compounded return. Given that 
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Our CAR algorithm generates an II-day window for all but 15 tender offers 
in which there is only one bidder. For tender offer contests in which there is 
more than one bidder, the window for target: vzxies, with a mean of 43 trading 
days and a standard deviation of 52 trading days. 

Using these variable-window CARS, we estimate the dollar gain to the target 
and acquiring firms in each tender offer contest i as 

where 

WTi = market value of the target equity as of the end of six trading days 
prior to the first announcement for the target, minus the value of the 
target shares held by the acquirer, 

CARI;: = cumulative abnormal ret.un to the target 6rm from five trading days 
before the axtotuxement of the first bid through live trading days 
after the announx__;-atr o?f tLe ultimately successful bid, 

wAi = market value or the acqttiz~ firm as of the end of six days prior tti 
the first announcement made iby the acquiring ftrm, 

CARA, = cumulative abnormal return to the acquiring firm from five trading 
days before the announcement of the First offer made bv th& fiE7m 
through five trading days after the announcement of the ultimately 
successful bid. 

Conceptually, an empirical measure of the total percentage synergistic gains 
:reatd by the ith tender offer would be a weighted average of CART and 

CAM. Since CA.RT and CARA are based on different event windows, 
however, they are not directly comparable. Moreover, we have no information 
on the statistical properties of such a weighted average. 

To circumvent these statistical problems, our estimate of the total per- 
centage synergistic gains is based on the CAR to a value-weighted portfolio of 
the i th target and the ith acquiring &m, where the weights used are W~i aud 
WAi as defined above. Market model parameter estimates for each of the 236 
value-wei~&ted portfolios are obtained using 24Q trading days of portfolio 
returns beginning 300 days before the first tender offer bid in the contest. The 

the returns to the targets are predominantly positive over the tender offer penod, it follows that 
the sum of the daily (abnormal) returns will be strictly !ess than a continuolrsly compounded 
return. For examp!t, the sum of 2% per day for 22 days is 448, whereas the cor;tinuously 
compounded return of 2% for 22 days is 55%. 

In sum, our CAR measure is less than the BP measure used by Jensen and by Comment and 
Jarrell. However, it is not at all clear which is superior. One obvious advantage of the CAR 
statistic is that it has known statistical properties and therefore can be used in hypothesis testing. 
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combined percentage synergistic gain created by a successful tender offer, 
CARC,, is measured by cumulating the abnormal returns to this portfolio from 
five trading days before the announcement of the first bid through F:;e days 
after the announcement of the ultimately successfill bid. vsing this percenis?.ge 
measure, we estimate the total dollar synergistic gain, AIIj, as 

Arii = ni. CARCi, (4 

ni = WTi + WAi* 

2.4. Estimate of synergistic gains 

Table 2 reports our measures of the synergistic gains created by tender 
offers, as we!1 as the changes in the wealth of the stockholders of the target 
and acquiring kms. The data in the last column of the top panel of table 2 
(labeled Combined) show that the combined value of the target and acquiring 
fkrns increased, on average, by 7.43%, with 75% of the combined revaluations 
being positive. Our estimate of this percentage synergistic gain is statistically 
greater than zero (z = 19.95)’ 

The mean total dollar gain created by the acquisitions in our sample is $117 
million (expressed in December 1984 dollars). Since the distribution of our 

?his r-statistic is computed following Patell’s (1976) eq. (11). Specifically, wz compute the 
standardized abnormal return to the itb portfolio on day t, SARil, defined as 

where 

1 = standard deviatiou of the residuals in the market model estimation period, 
= number of days in the estimation period, and 

R,- mea rexurn to the market portfoEo over the estimation period. 

The SARil is then used to obtain the staudardized CP,R, over AK, event days: 

Finally, the z-statistic for the portfolio of NP firms in the sample is computed as 



Mean percentage 
between 1963 and 

Table 2 

and d&r operatic gains to 236 si7ccessful teitder o%x contests effected 
1984 for ~rnb~~, target, and acquiring 6rms. Nl dollar figures arc stated in 

millions of 1984 dollars.= 

7/63-6/68 

51 

7.7Sb 

91.08 
78 

Subperiod 

7/68-12/80 

133 

7.08b 

87.45 
74 

nxal 

l/81-12/%i 7/63-12/84 

52 236 
-- 

8.00” 7.43” 
218.51 117.11 

73 75 

18.9ib 35.2siD 35.34b 31.77” 
70.71 71.59 233.53 107.08 

94 98 90 95 

Acquirers 

% CARA 4.0gb 1.30 - 2.93b 0.97b 
$A$$ 24.86 31.80 - 27.28 17.30 
% Positive 59 48 35 47 

‘Ati& = WT *CART; A!& = W, l CA_RA ; and. A.#? = ( W, + WA) * CARC; w!me WT = preoffer 
market walue of target equity, excluding shares held by the acqtirer; WA = preofl’er market value 
of equity of acquiring firm; CART- cumulative abuormal return from five days befnre the first 
offer to five days after the last offer made for this target; CARA -cumulative abnormal returu 
from five days before the first offer to five days after the last offer made by this bidding firm; 
CARC = ~~~~tive ahmad return tr, the v~ue-wei~t~ portfolio of the target and the 
ac@ring firm, measured over the same interval as CART. 

Significantly diRerent from zero at the 0.01 level. 

, dollar measure Afi is extammly Eeptokurtic and skewed to the right (the 
skewness and kurtosis co&tients are 6.70 and 62.38, ~~~tiv~ly~, we cm$uct 
the ~onp~~et~c Wilcoxon Signed Rank test to test if the bran AH of 
$26.9 million for the total sample is statistically greater than zero. This test 
yields a z-statistic of 9.38, which is significant at the 1% level. 

Table 2 also reports data for three s~bpe~~s: ~96~-~96$~ 196~-~9$~, am.6 
1981-1984. Altbugb this division is somewhat arbitrary, there have beea 
some dramatic changes in tine tender offer process during the 22-year period 
under study, and these three s~b~e~ods ~~~~s~o~d ~o~~~y to the tlme~ 
distinct regimes that have existed? in the legal and institutional em~ro~~e~t of 
tender offers since 1963. 

The?! first period (1963-~~6~~ is important because before 1968, cash te~~~~ 
cfJTers were free of ~~ve~~~e~t re~~~at~o~* 
~.ra~sa~tio~s b~t~~~~~ t an ahe tat 
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firm. In July 1968 Congress passed the Williams Amendment, which brought 
the tender off’er within the purview of the Securities and Exchange Commis- 
sion (SECj. In the same year, Virginia enacted the first state antitakeover 
statute; by 1,978, 36 states had enacted their own takeover regulations. By 
isolating the offers that occurre~I in the unregulated period, we can examine 
the efI’ects of government regulation on the magnitude and division of the 
synergistic gains from tender offers. 

The last period (1981-1984) is drstinguished by three factors that have 
drastically changed the environment in which tender offers take place. First is 
the avowed laissez-faire attitude of the Reagan Administration toward corpo- 
rate takeovers in general? Second is the development of sophisticated tactics 
to repel takeovers (poison pills, targeted share repurchases, lock-up provisions, 
and supermajority and fair-price amendments). The third factor is the advent 
of investment banking firms that specialize in raising funds to finance corpo- 
rate takeovers. We are interested in how these recent developments in the 
market for corporate control have affected the gains created by tender offers, 

The data in the top panel of table 2 indicate that the percentage synergistic 
gains created by tender offers have remained remarkably constant, between 7% 
and 88, over the three subperiods. The dollar gains, however, have inzased 
dramatically from the tirst two subperiods to the third; expressed in December 
1984 dollars, the average synergistic gain has grown from $91 million and $g7 
rnu!!ion in the first two subperiods to $219 million in the 1981-1684 subperiod. 

This increase in the dollar synergistic gains, but not in the percentage 
synergistic gains, is de to ItIre increase in the size of target firms. The mean 
preoffer market value of targets increased from $379 million in the first period 
to $550 million in the last period, while the average size of acquiring firms 
actually dropped from $1,624 mUion to $1,477 million. 

The increase in the size of the target firms in the third period may be due to 
the laissez-faire attitude of the Reagan Mninistration and innovative financ- 
ing methods of investment banking firms. Also, the popularity of two-tier 
oaers has reduced the crash outlays required of bidding firms.’ These develop- 
ments in the takeover arena have made it easier for bidding f%ms to seek 
control of larger targets. 

In the next section we identify the factors that determine how the synergy 
gains created by ,tender offers are divided between the stockholders of the 
target and acquiring firms. The data presented in the last two panels of table 2 
allow us to draw some preliminary ronclusions on this issue. 

‘See the Economic Report of t&c President, 1985, especially ch. 6. 
-“III the ty&J two-tier offer, the bidding firm ma&es a cash offer for a fraction of the target 

sh;iaes @su&y 51% or more) ,c& ;;ig.s z -g*--’ --= 
thy 

yurcnti the remainder if the offer is successful. Often, 
remaining shares are purcksed by an exchange of securitk Thus,, the cash outlay for tk 

a fractional tender o[Tcr 1s less than rhr: autlky necess~v!, kr an 
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The overwhelming conclusion is that target sic&holders capture the major- 
ity of the gains from tender offers. Ninety-five percent of the targets in the 
total sample experienced a positive abnormal return, The average abnormal 
return is 32% and tsfe rati_o of the mean dollar gain to targets to the mean 
dollar total gain (A&/AII) is 91%. In contrast, the average abnormal return 
to acquiring firms ia 0.978, only 47% of the observations aze potitive, and 
the ratio of the mean dollar gain to the mean total gain (AWJAI;r) is 15%. 
Whether measured as rates of return or dollar gains, the lioz’s share of the 
gains frem tender offers is captured by target shareholders. 

The data in table 2 also indicate that the returns to acquiring firms have 
decreased over time, whereas the returns to targets have increased. The mean 
abnormal! return to acquiring firms is 4.11)9% (z = 5.88) in the first period and 
- 2,93% (‘p = - 2.79) in +ka l-a* fk A*-*---& the mean abnorzial return to &nn” a-&. 1Al WlIClClbL, 
targets has increassd fiOIE 18.92% (Z = 26.2) to 35.34% (2 = 26.2). 

In sum, the data in table 2 compel the following conclusions: 

(1) Successful tender offers generate significant synergistic gains and lead to a 

more efficient allocation (of corporate resources.* 
(2) The stockholders of botk target and aquiring firms realize significant 

positive abnormal retums. However, most of the gains are captured by the 
stockholders of target firms. 

(3) Both the rate of return and dollar gains to target stockholders have 
increased over time, whereas the returns to the stockholders of acquiring 
firms have decreased. In fact, in the most recent subperiod, acquiring firms 
actually suffered a significant abnormal loss. 

3. A model of the division of the gains from interfirm tender offers 

In the previous section we documented that corporate acquisitions, made 
through tender offers generate significantly positive synergistic gains. In this 
section we attempt to identify the factors that determine the division of the 
synergistic gains between the stockholders of the target and acquiring firms. 
We begin by reviewing the important legal and institutional aspects of this 
capital market transaction; T I _,_r., VP t\ =n summark: and extend our analysis of the 
tender caffea process, which is presented in the appendix. This summary and 
extension provide a irasnzwork within which we develop implications regard- 
ing the division of the gains from tender affers. 

8We recognize that, thearetically, the gains from tender offers may steua: from the creation of 
market power and not necessarily from increased allocative eflkiency. However. the work of 
Ekkba (1983, 1985) and Stillman (1983) indicates that corporate acquisitions have no mePsvrablc 
effect on ilhc degree of market power in the economy. 
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3.1. Regulation of tender oglers 

As &cussed earlier, interfirm cash tender offers were not regulated by 
f&era1 securities law until July 1968 when Congress passed the Wliams 
Amendment and brought cash tender offers within the purview of the SEC.9 
Provisions of the Williams Amendment require bidding fkms to provide 
detailed information about how the tender offer will be financed and what 
changes in the operations of the target will be made if the offer is successful. 
The regulations also specify a minimum number of days that a tender offer 
must remain open and a minimum number of days before the target shares 
can be purcw. Target sto&hoiders who have tendered their shares to one 
bidding firm are allowed to withdraw their shares if a higher-valued offer is 

e-c-, 4-a 4d”4C&q IIU& by another fxni UGHI~F u~G ccyu~vu ,.Y”fiuws vs uu;v =v. :-:rz_, *W%AR1 ni &.Wa &IV f&e ,“,),a, off=3 .w -____r 
has elapsed. Furthermore, if an outstanding offer is revised upward, then all 
target stockholders, even those who tendered their shams at ?he previoeps 
terms, must receive the higher price. 

The ‘disclosure and delay’ requirements of federal regu!atiorz4 mahe the 
tender offer process similar to an open auct!.on for the target shares. The 
regulations force bidding ohms to reveal information about the target company 
and delay the offer long enough so that other potential bidding firms can 
discover this information. Moreover, the delay and withdrawal provisiotis of 
the regulations allow target stockholders to take advantage of competing offers 
similar to that which occurs in open auction markets. The delay requirements 
permit further production of information that may generate higher-valued 
bids, and the withdrawal privilege allows target stockholders to recontract and 
tender their shares to the firm that makes the highest-valued offer.lO 

3.2. Assumptions 

To be consistent with the institutkxral setting of the tender offer process, we 
assume that competition far the target shares is effected through a tat&rne- 
ment process. We also assume that there &c no transactions -costs in bidding, 
that target shareholders are wealth maximizers, and that managers of bidding 
firms seek to maktize their shareholders’ wealth. 

From the evidence presented in section 2, we view a tender of’Yer as an 
attempt by the bid&q firm to gain control of the target resources and to 

%++. -:L..= ter;&:r o$f’ers (exchauge ofters) at-e regulated under the original SC-XMF~~S am~ci Ikhange 
Act of 1433 because the transa c gz ty$c*y ~~W~~VPC thr issusm~ & new st&. t’ 

“Fifty-one (22%) of the offers in our sample were effected prior ta the passage of the Williams 
Amendmeut and were thus free of its constraints, However, vohu~tary practices and/or the rules 
of the NY%! or AMEX du 
era. Thus, in rncst of the pres 

thr: 1960s produced offers not unlike those in the post-Williams 

$t~~~ld~r$ were &’ 
lliama stI%n in our sample the bidding firm WM identified, target 

least one week to tender their shares, and ~v~~ub~~b~d ofTers were 
ellkcted air 8~ proq++at 
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allocate the combined resources of the two firms to higher-valued uses. We 
assume that to generate synergistic gains the bidding firm must secure control, 
which requires acquisition of at least NC of the NO target shares outstanding.” 
We do not analyze the determinants of NC. Rather, we assume that NC is 
tzzget-specific. We can: however, spe&ate on several factors that would a&c; 
its magnitude. The most obvious include the number of target shares outstand- 
ing, the concentration of these shares among the target stockholders, the 
predis~&ion of the target stockholders toward the t&eover, and provisions C .- 
in the firm’s charter about the number of shares (votes) required to make 
fundamental changes in thy Erm’s operations. 

3.3. ;Fhe tender ofler process 

In the aprendii we present an analysis of the tender offer process within the 
context of the above assumptions and institutional and legal setting. We 
demonstrate that competition among rivaI management teams, including the 
managers of the target firm, ensures that the total value of the successful offer 
must be greater than or equal to the next-highest-valued allocation of the 
target resources. l2 Thus, given competition by target managers, the miCrluun 
value of the offer is bounded by the total preoffer market value of the target 
shares. 

Our analysis implies a certain structure for the bidding process. In the 
appendix we show that a successful tender offer must be front-end loaded, i.e., 

where 

PT = front-end price, and 

PE = back-end price.13 

We also show that the winning bid in a tender offer contest will be the bid 
that maximizes the difference between PT and PE. By this criterion, biddtiig 

“It cannot be the case that the bidding firm can simply ‘package* its value-creating ideas and 
~11 them to the taqet firm. If this were possible, the bidding firm would never bother with the 
costly process of acquiring the target shares through a public tender offer. The control assumption 
is consistent with the finding of Bradiey, Desai, and Kim (i983) that the permanent positive 
revaluation of target shres requires a successful acquisition of the target shah by the bidding 
firm. 

‘“In this respect our notion of competition in the market for corporate control parallels that of 
Ruhck (1983). 

“If the bidding firm m&w a p 
as the market’8 ~x?~~~~i~n of the 5 not purch&su(jed. 
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firns have an incentive to P minimize P,, regardPs _; their valuation of the 
target firm. In the appendix, we argue that the minimum P, wiIl be de- 
termined by statutes and legal standards. Thus, rival bidders will compete for 
control of the target by setting the backtend price to the minimum ‘allowable’ 
level and bidding for a controhing interest with their front-end price. 

There is empirical evidence to support this view of the bidding process. AS 
predicted by our anaIysis, the vast majority of successful tender offers are 
front-end loaded. Of the 52 tender offer contests for which we have estimates 
of P, and P, (see footnote 4), 32 satisfy the condition Pr > Pn. In 19 cases 
the two prices are (nominally) equivaIent. QnIy in two instances is P, < Pn; in 
one case the back-end price is $.25 higher and in the other it is $1.00 more. 
Note that the estimate of .$a is the (ex-post) market price of unpurchased 
target shares two days after the execution of the front-end offer. Thus, 
nominaIIy equivalent front- and back-end price: do not vitiate our prediction 
that successfuI tender offers must be front-end ioaded. The time value of 
money between the execution of the front and back ends makes the present 
value of Pu less than PT. Moreover, generaI market movements between these 
two dates could account for the two aberrant cases where our measure of PE is 
greater than PT.” 

Also, there is evidlzrce that of the three parameters of a tender offer, rivaI 
bidding firms typicaily compete with each other on the front-end price? P,, 

rather than on the back-end price, PE++.,:r the fraction of target shares sought, 
F. In our sampIe of 236 tender&& .&tests, we can identify a total of 408 
bids: 236 initiaI bids and 172 revised bids. Of these 172 revised bids, 127 (74%) 
invoIvcd an incrwe only in Pr. Four bids involved an increase in the fraction 
of shares sought, F, alone and 28 bids tivoivleci an increase in both P, and 6;: 
In the remaining 13 bids, the changes in PT and I: were in the opposite 
directions, 

Our anaIysis of the tender ofFer process in the appendix is baseLon two 
unrealistic assumptions: (1) there are no tti ~nsquences from tendering and 
(2) target stockhoIders have homogeneous beliefs about bhe outcome of the 
offer and about the postexecution market price of the target shares not 
purchased. These assumptions imply that ail tsrget Stockholders have the same 
reservation price and hence the supply of target shares is perfectly elastic. 

‘%t section 4.1 we provide further evid,.,,, -*p- that successful tender offers are front-end loaded. 
Data reported in that section show that the CAR to the targets of single-bidder tender offers 
begins to decline 18 days after the announcemestt of the ultimately successful bid. This period 
roughly coincides tith the average duration of the tender offers in our sampIe. We interpret this 
prie &&e s e o ex-dividend e@eet discussed above. The ex-ditidend effect will result in a price 
decline of the target shares on the execution date only if fr > Pn. Bradley (‘1980) and Comment 
and Jarrell(l987) also provide evidence that the average front-end price in sut ressful tender offers 
is significantly greater than the average back-enci price. 
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winning multiple 
bid price =Py 

winning single 
bid prie;a = 

N -4 

sharea kquired 
for control 

I number af 
I target sha 

NO 
targat stiarss 
outstanding 

Fig. 1. The postannouncement supply of target shares with heterosetnenus capital-gains tax 
positions andi’or expectations about future takeover bids. 

PE = back-2nd price of tlz outstanding offer, #, = premium demanded by the owner of the /tb 
share, P+ = witing price in a single-bidder aquisition = tbe minimum price to elicit NC shares, 
P,“- winning price in a multiple-bidder acquisition, ABC = postannouncement supply of target 

shares. 

Relaxing these two assumptions rcquirer us to modify inequality (5) as 
follows: The owner of the ith target share will not tender unless 

where & is the premium demanded by the owner of the ith share above P,. 
The premium (pi varies across target shareholders and represents differences 
in capital-gains tax positions and in expectations regarding the possibility of 
future acquisition activity. ‘When tendering shares results in a realization 
of taxable gains, the sharehdder loses an option to defer the capital-gains tax 
to a future date [Rosenfeld, (1%2)]. With heterogeneous capital-gains tax 
positions among target sh areholders, the option will have a different value for 
different shareholders; hence, the premium +?+ will vary across target share- 
holders. 

Another component of +i stems from differing expectations about the 
outcome of an outstanding offer and the probability of receiving future 
takeover bids. For example, all market participants ma:.! not agree that the 
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outstanding offer represents the highest-valued bid that will be made. Some 
target sto&holders may believe there is a positive probability that a higher- 
valued bidder might materialize after they tender their shares and the out- 
standiig o&r is executed, t5 Prom this perspective, #i may be thought of as 
the premium individual i must be paid to give up the (expectA) benefit from a 
subssuent, higher+&red ,takeover bid. 

Given the vector &, the supply of target shares will be upward sloping as 
represented by the line ACB in fig. 1. We also assume that all bidders know 
the minimum price required to elicit N, shares but do not know each ofher% 
maximum offer price. The minimum price requiied to elicit NY target shares is 
denoted in fig. 1 by PE -I- &, where & is the premium demanded by the owner 
of the N&h share. This rwzrvation prim of the marginal tendering shareholder 
determines the minimum synergistic gain (MSG) that a biddmg firm must be 
able to genera:te to win control of the target firm and still make a profit. 

When only one &m can create synergistic gains in excess of MSG, that firm 
will bid PG = PE + @o and win control of the target. (Se point C in fig 1.) If 
at !east one more firm can generate synergistic gains in excess of MSG, an 
auction will ensue. As discs& above, rival bidding Errns wii ampete by 
raising PF Thus, competition among bidding firms will move the target 
stockholders vertically off their supply curve (e.g., to point D in fig. 1) and, as 
a consequence, the o&r will be oversubscribed,t4 

Because the suasful offer price in a multiple-bidder con+st, P+‘, will be 
great= than the offer price in a successful sit&+bidder offer, i.e., PF > P$ 
(compare points D and C in fig. li, the dollar gains to target stockholders will 
be greater m multiple-bidder contests than in single-bidder contests. Specific 
sally, the dollar gains can be written as 

AW,== (I>~-- Pi) + (pa- p,)(N,- N,), (7) 

where PO is the preoffer market price of target shares.’ The first term on the 
right side of eq. (7), (Pr - P&o(,), represents the premium paid to target 
sto&olders for the shares purchased on the front end. The second term, 
( PE - POX NO - -NC)* represents the premium paid for the remaining shares on 
the back end. Because PF > P+ z.nd by the assumption that the other terms in 
eq. (7) are Endqendent of the occurrence of a multiple-bidder contest, AWT 

will be greater ym a muitiple&dder contest than in a singlebidder o&r. 

‘“Of coun3e i2 ~7 higher-valued bid materiabzes before the offer is executed, provisions 51 the 
Williams Amendment &ow t stockholdeea to withdraw their shares from tEae Xowcr bidder 
and tender them 
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This prediction in dollar terms will hold also in percentage terms if we make 
certain independence assumptions about the occurrence of a multiple-bidder 
contest and the preoffer values of the target and bidding firms. Specifically, 
assuming that the occurrence of a multiple-bidder ccztest is i:;ldependent of 
the BreofEer value of the taqet, W T, it MEOWS that the rate of J ::turn to target 
stockholders will be greater in multiplepbidder contests than in single-bidder 
contests. Moreover, assuming that AD, the total synergistic gains created by 
the combination, a.nd WA, the preofl’er value of the acquiring firm, are 
independent of the occurrence of a multiple-bidder contest, it follows that the 
rate of return to acquirers will be greater in single-bidder contests than in 
multiple-bidder contests. 

An dtemative hypothesis is that multiple-bidder contests arise when the 
initial 5id is ‘too low’ and that there is no difference between the premi~ums 
ultimately paid for targets in single- and multiple-bidder contests. According 
to this scenario, the gains to the targets of multiple-bidder contests would start 
out !ow on the announcement of the initial bid find dsc to the level of the 
gains in singie-bidder offers. The eventual gains to both targets and acquirers 
would be unaffected by the number of bidding fkns. 

Finally, an upward sloping supply of target shares implies a posi.tive relation 
between the return to target stockholders and the fraction of shares purchased. 
Consider once again fig. 1. By our analysis, successful single-bidder acquisi- 
tions will take place along the (positively sloped) line ACB and the successful 
price in multiple-bidder acquisitions till always lie above this supply cu.7re. 
Thus9 the gain (return) to target stockholders will be positively related to the 
number (fraction) of target shares purchased. 

4. Eq&ical evknee on the determinants of the division of the gains horn 
tender o&S 

We begin our empirical analysis by examining the time series of cumulative 
abnormal returns (CARS) to the portfohos of 236 targets and 236 acquiring 
firms, classified by the observed level of competition among bidding firms. 
Although the time=series analyysis provides insights into the intertemporal 
behavior of the returns from tender offers, it is unidimensional and hence does 
not allow us to examine the simultaneous effects of the factors identified by 
our analysis. Futihermore, when the first bid for the target shares is an- 
nounced, the eventual outcome of the bid is uncertain. This uncertainty is 
~zsoived over time when either ne-w information about the acquisition is 
revealed to the market or ashen competing, higher-vahted bids for the targeL 
G-S announced. The period over which this uncertainty is resolved varies 
across the ~~rn~~e~ a o the portfolios cannot 
difG2ret3323. T%uc, w rossus~cti~n~l analyses using the va 
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4.1. Time-series analysis 

The time series of CARS are computed for three portfolios of the target 
firms: 133 targets of single-bidder tender offers, 73 targets of multiple-bidder 
tender offer contests, and the total sample of 236 targets. Similarly, three CAR 
series are computed for the corresponding portfolios of the acquiring firms. 

To be classified as a multiple-bidder contest, a tender offer contest must 
involve an identifiable second bidder - i.e., the km’s name is mentioned in 
the press and it must be actively seeking target shares by engaging in at least 
one: of the fol3owing activities: (1) making a formal tender o&r or a merger 
proposal, (2) negotiating a merger possibility with the target management, or 
(3) announcing its plans to make a bid. Tk 1e activities of competing bidding 
firms were obtained from citations in the Waif Street .?ownaf.17 

For each portfolio p consisting of Nt firms on day t, the abnormal return 
for day t is defined as 

AR,, = (1/N,) 2 AR,,. (8) 

The K-day CAR for each portfoSio is defined as 

K-r-1 

CAR,,= r: AR,, (9) 
t--r 

where r is the number of days before the relevant event day. To test the 
significance of this K-day 6.1 ,Umulative abnormal return to the portfolio, we 
coqute a standardized portfoiio cumulative abnormal return, SCAR,,, in a 
manner analogous TV ?:c S$.-+Wi computation described irk footnote 5. This 
SCAR,, has a t-&strikAon with 238 degrees of freedom. 

The CAR series for the three portfolios of the target firms k our sample axe 
pre*.:nted in table 3 and plotted in fig. 2. The CAR series we cumulated from 
event day - 20 through event day + 80, where event day 0 is the day on which 

“Classifying a tender offer as a single- or multiple-bidder contest based on the number of 
identifiable bidding firms becomes ambiguous when an initial bidding Arm revises its bid and 
there is no identifiable competing bidder. On the one hand, the revision may have been triggered 
by the realization (on the part of the bidding firm! that the initial oFer was too !o% to induce the 
target shareholders to tender their shares. On the other hand, it may have been a response to a 
competing offer by another firm or the anticipation thereof that we were unable to identify. Since 
it is impossible to distinguish between these two cases, the empirical tests were run twice. One set 
of resl ‘ts is based on a m&iple/single-b classification (the number of firms bidding for the 
target); a second set of results is based on a multiple/single-bid classification scheme (the number 
of bids made for the targctj. Since the results are qualitatively india:kguishabk, we rp?ort results 
based only on the multiple/single-bidder classification. 
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Table 3 

21 

Percentage abnormal returns (AR) and cumulative abnormal returns (CAR) to the pxtfolio of 
target firms involved in 236 tender offer contests, 163 single-bidder contests and 73 mdtiple- 

bidder contests between 1963 and 1984. 

Single-bidder Multiple-bidder 
subsample subsample Total sample 

Event 
day NT” .W” AR CAR NT NP AR CAR NT NP AR CAR 

- 20 163 
. 
. 

-15 163 

-16 162 
. 

-i 162 
-4 168 
-3 162 
-2 159 
-1 147 

0 163 
I 135 
2 156 
3 159 
4 159 
5 160 

ld 162 

li 16Q 

2d 152 
. 

30 130 
. 

4i 117 
. 

5d 108 

6d 97 

7d $9 

8b 84 

72 -0.13 -0.13 71 33 0.11 0.11 234 105 -0.05 - 0.05 

87 0.19 0.38 71 30 -01.21 1.46 234 117 Q-05 Q.7Q 

78 0.28 1.26 73 39 1.6U 4.04 235 117 0.69 2.12 

85 0.21 3.01 73 44 0.60 6.12 235 129 0.33 
83 1.09 4.10 73 40 0.92 7.04 233 123 1.03 
94 0.98 5.08 73 38 1.09 8.13 235 132 LOP 

103 1.57 6.64 73 44 1.46 9.59 232 147 1.53 
101 2.63 9.27 72 52 2.27 11.86 219 153 2.51 
139 14.67 23.95 73 66 14.12 25.9?s 236 205 14.50 

95 4.71 28.66 56 4i 4.42 30.40 ‘r9l 136 4.63 
78 t9.7’1 29.44 6i 29 ii.8 3x21 217 107 0.79 
; 0.13 0.69 30.14 30.27 66 71 41 29 0.96 1.79 32.17 33.96 230 225 121 101 0.65 0.77 

76 0.05 30.33 7!? 34 0.88 34.z 230 110 0.31 

79 -0.28 30.46 70 32 -0.07 37.82 232 111 -0.22 32.72 

76 -0.12 30.40 68 37 0.53 40.94 228 113 0.07 33.63 

71 - 0.43 29.17 70 35 0.09 41.70 222 106 -0.27 33.02 

59 - 0.24 27.84 69 33 -0.18 44.92 199 92 -0.22 33.29 

45 -0.25 26.65 63 30 0.09 46.12 180 75 -0.13 32.85 

50 0.25 25.80 59 27 -0.13 45.47 167 77 Q.12 32.96 

41 -0.06 26.04 53 33 0.17 44.70 150 74 Q-Q2 31.95 

41 -0.06 26.14 43 19 0.01 44.26 132 60 - 0.04 31.87 

42 -0.35 24.65 41 24 0.46 45.50 125 66 -0.08 31.28 

3.97 
LOP 
6.02 
7.56 

10.07 
24.57 
29.19 
29.99 
30.76 
31.41 
31.71 

aNT= total number of firms. 
bNP = number of firms with phtive abnormal returns. 
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EVENT DAY RELATIVE TO TENDER OFFER ANNOUNCEMENT DAY 

Fig. 2. Cumtiative! ~&not’& retums to the portftio of target firm!~ invohed in 236 contests, 163 
single-bidder contests aud 73 multipWktder contests, 1%3-19W Event day relative to tender 

offer 8MouecemeLl day. 

the announcement of the Grst offer for the target appeared in the Wall Street 
dkwnd. 

The CAR for the portfolio of all 236 target fums from event day -5 
through event day +5 IS 28.07% with a t-statistic of 51.24, showing once again 
that an a~uitition by tender offer is a wealth-increasing event for the 
stockholder of the target &in. 

The AR and the CAR of the single-bidder subsample on day 0 (14.67% and 
23.95%) are approximately equal to those of the multiple-bidder subsample 
(14.12% and 25.98%). Thus when a target receives an initial offer, the average 
value of this offer does not depend on whether it will be followed by other 
bids. only when competing bids are actually announced do additional returns 
accitie to the targets of multiple-bidder contests. The additional returns are 
reflected in the gradual rise of the CAR series for the multiple-bidder sample. 
The Merence in the CAR between the multipie-bidder and single-bidder 
subsamples reaches about 20% by day +40. I’ Ciearbi, target shareholders earn 
greater returns from multiple-bidder contests than from single-bidder offers. 

These findings are not consistent with the alternative hypothesis thet multi- 
ple-bidder contests arise because the initial bid was too low. Rather, they 

‘8some of this difference can be attributed to the postexecution drop in the price of the 
remaining target shares. Of the 163 single-bidder offers, 119 (or 73%) were executkl within 40 
trading days of the initial announcement. By contrast, only 32 of the 73 multiple-bidder offers 
(44%) were executed during this 40-day period. Since the time-s&s analysis cannot account for 
the differences in the duhon of the tender offers in the sample, formal tests for the effect of 
competition on the returns to targets and aq *tiers must await the cross-sectional tests in the next 
section. 
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T*le 4 

23 

Percentage abnormal returns (AR) and cumulative abnormal returns (CAR) to tbe portfolio of 
acquiring firms involved in 236 tender offer contests, 163 single-bidder contests and 73 multiple- 

bidder contests between 1963 and 1984. 

Multiple-bidder 
subssmpk Total sample 

Event 
dV NT8 NPb AR CAR NT NP AR CAR MT NP AR CAR 

- 20 163 
. . 

-1; 163 
. 
. 

-16 163 
. 

-i 15: 
-4 163 
-3 163 
-2 163 
-1 163 

0 163 
1 162 
2 163 
3 163 
4 163 
5 163 

16 163 
. 

Ii 163 
. 

26 163 

36 163 
. 

46 163 
. 

56 a,63 
. 

66 163 

76 163 

80 163 

84 0.12 0.12 73 33 - 0.07 - 0.07 236 117 0.06 0‘06 

74 -0.17 0.2G 73 30 -0.22 -0.66 236 104 -0.19 -0.06 

8.5 0.25 0.66 73 36 0.14 - G.GS 236 121 0.22 0.44 

79 0.12 1.05 73 32 -0.30 
73 0.04 1.09 73 39 0.14 
92 0.50 1.59 73 38 0.34 
84 0.50 2.09 72 29 0.23 
86 0.19 2.29 72 28 -0.39 
80 0.62 2.91 73 30 -065 
76 -0.16 2.75 ??! 34 - 0.41 
79 0.16 2.91 73 34 - 0.33 
73 -0.24 2.67 73 35 -0.12 
73 0.17 2.84 72 39 G.Gj 
66 -GA 2.50 73 36 0.49 

236 .11 -0.01 0.80 
236 .12 0.07 0.87 
236 .30 0.45 1.32 
235 .13 0.42 1.74 
235 114 0.02 1.76 
236 110 0.23 1.99 
23; ilO -0.24 1.75 
236 113 0.01 1.76 
236 108 - 0.20 1.55 
235 112 0.13 I.69 
236 102 -0.G9 1.60 

0.23 
.37 

0.71 
0.95 
0.56 

-0.09 
-Q5! 
- 0.83 
-0.96 
-0.31 
- 0.43 

236 131 0.08 1.53 93 G.02 2.71 7: 38 0.20 

77 0.31 3.33 73 33 0.15 -1.04 236 110 0.26 1.98 

83 0.37 3.69 73 33 0.04 -0.17 236 116 0.27 2.51 

72 -0.03 3.29 73 32 - 0.35 0.56 236 104 ._.~2.~ - 0.13 

80 0.12 2.97 73 30 - 0.21 0.64 236 110 G.02 2.26 

77 -0.01 2.70 73 34 - 0.08 0.42 236 111 -0.03 2.00 

81 -0.08 2.73 7” 37 - 0.20 0.61 236 118 -0.12 2.09 

80 -0.08 2.22 73 37 -0.11 -0.55 236 117 -0.09 1.37 

0.70 236 104 0.02 1.62 73 -0.04 2.02 7; 36 0.16 
-- - 

a NT = tatal zmmber of firms. 
bNP = number of firms with positive abnormal returns. 
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Fig. 3. Cumuiative abnormal returns to the portfolios of acquiring firms involved in 236 contests, 
163 single-bidder contests and 73 multiple-bidder contests, 1963-1934. Event day relative to 

tender offer announcement day. 

suggest that *he premiums paid to the target shareholders in multiple-bidder 
contests are, as implied by our model, above the supply curve of target shares. 

The CAR seriti for the three portfolios of acquiring fhms are presented in 
table 4 and plotted in fig. 3. Event day 0 is the day of the announcement of the 
first offer made by the acquiring firm. The CAR to the portfoho of all 236 
acquiring firms from event day - 5 through + 5 is 0.79% with a f-statistic of 
1.69, This is GG ti@k~@; different from zero at the 5% level. However, the 
CAR from day -5 through day P 20 is 1.70% (t = 2.363, which is sign&ant 
at the 5% level. Thus, unlike for target firms, there is mixed evidence concem- 
ing the returns to acquiring Grms. 

Classifying tb.e portfolios of acquiring t&xs +~y the level of competition 
reveals that the CAR from day -5 through day + 20 to the single-bidder 
portfolio is 2.8% (t = 2.94), whereas the return to the multiple-bidder portfolio 
is -0.70% (d = - 0.56, over the same period. Thus, sigr&cant positive returns 
~crue to the stockholders of acquiring firms in single-bidder tender offers but 
net in mulrlylc-vrUUr, contests. ..la:o?.a 'c:.a.4,t 

To exmhe the behavior of the CARS to the multiple-bidder pxtfolio more 
closely, we divide the sample into two groups: first-bidder, ultim;%tely success- 
ful acquirers, and those acquirers who entered the contest after some other 
firm initiated the bidding process. Of the 73 acquirers in the multiple- 
bidder portfolio, 24 are first-bidder acqukers, and 49 are late-bidder acquirers. 
The CAR from day - 5 to day + 1 for the portfolio of first-bidder acquirers is 
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2.0%, whereas the CAR for the portfolio of late-bidder acquirers is -2.5% 
over the same interval. Apparently, the market’s reaction to *&e first bid of 
first-bidder acquirers in multip le-bidder contests is similar to its reaction to 
bids made in single-bidder tender offers. Thus the negative CAR from day - 5 
to day + 1 TV the portfolio of acquirers in multiple-bidder contests is due 
primarily to the negative returns to late-bidder acquire’s, more commonly 
known as white knights. In other words, our data indicate that the average 
white knight pays ‘too much’ for the target it acquires. 

In sum, our time-series analysis indicates that the net effect of multiple- 
bidder contests is to increase the returns to target firms and decrease the 
returns to acquiring firms. The market’s average reaction to the bid that 
initiates a tender offer contest does not depend on whether the bid eventually 
leads to a multiple-bidder contest. This is true for both target and bidding 
firms. Only when competing bids are actually made do we observe greater 
returns to target shareholders and a dissipation of the initial gains to the 
stockholders of bidding firms. 

4.2. Cross-sectional analysis 

In this section we use variable-window CARS to examine the cross-sectional 
differences in the returns to the stockholders of target and acquiring firms. 
Specifically, we examine the effects of (1) changes in the tender oll’er environ- 
ment, (2) competition, and (3) the fraction of target shares purchased on the 
rates of return to these stockholders. We also exa&ie the effects of the above 
variables on the total value-weighted percentage synergistic gains. 

Our cross-sectional regression model is given by eq. (10) and the variables 
are defined in table 5, 

(10) 

The dummy variables Ti and T2 indicate the time period (envirom:nt) m 
which the tender offer is made. Ti equals one if the offer is made between July 
1, I968 and December 1980, and zero otherwise. It is included to account for 
the effect of the passage of the WiIliams Amendment. TZ equals one if tie offer 
is made after December 1980, and zero otherwise. It is included to account for 
the changes in the acquisitions arena that have occurred in the 1980s. 

The dummy variable M, which equals one if the offer is made in a 
. . 

multiple-bidder contest and zero otherwise, r&&s the level of compeution. 
We restrict our analysis of competition to a simple single/mult:lple-bidder 
classification instead of the number of bidders, because our multiple-bidder 
sample consists of 65 contests with two bidding firms and only 8 with mrrre 
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Table 5 

Weighted least-squarr estimates of the effects of time-period, multipIe-bidder contests, and 
fraction of shares purchased cn tk &normal returns to the stockholders of the targets (CART j, 
acquirers (CAR&, and combined (CARC) invoived -m 236 successfu! tcn&r offers between 1963 

and 19&8 tt-s~wistics in parentheses).a 

llepc9dent 
Variable f R w A a F-statistic 

CART 0.098 0.0% 0.053 0.130 0.167 14.&ab 
(3.89) (3.2& (1.40) (4.23 j (4.26) 

CARA 0.035 - 0.025 - 0.055 - 0.017 o.w05 4.20’ 
(2.65) (-2.07) ( - 3.43) (-1.32) (O..27j 

CARC 0.069 “.. fi 0’ 4 ;-El’ .,. _” 0.024 
(4.60) - . ( - 0.91) (1.35) (k’ 

OX&id 

‘r4 RT - cumtdative abnormal return to the target shares from five trading days before the 
announcement of the Grst bid through five trading days after the announcement of the ultimately 
successfttI bid, CARA = cunudative abnonxr~ return to the acquiring firm from five trading days 
before the announcement of the fmt offer made by this km through five trading days after 
the announcement of the uItimately successftd bid; CARC = cumuktive abnormal return to the 
vaIue-weighted portfolio of the target and the acquiring finus from five trading days before the 
azuloullcemeLlt of the tkst offer made for the target thrwgh fiv: days after the announcement of 
the ultimately successftd bid; T, = dummy variable that equals one if the offer is made between 
July 1,1%8 and Ikcember 1980, and zero otherwise; q = dummy variable that equals one if the 
offer is made after December 1980, and z..ro otherwise; M = dummy variable that equals one if 
the offer is made in a muhipie-bidder contest, and zero otherwise; F = fraction of target shares 
purchased in the offer by the successfuI bidder. 

bSignificant at the 0.01 level. 
‘Sicant at the 0.05 level. 
dInsignificantIy different from zero. . 

than two bidding ffrms. Our analysis in section 3 indicates that the estimate of 
u3 will be positive for targets and negative for acquirers. 

The final independent variable included in our regression model is F, the 
fraction of target shares purchased by the successful bidding firm. A positively 
sloping supply of target shares implies that the rettnrn to target stockholders 
will be positively related to El9 

Finally, to account for the possibility of heteroskedasticity in the data, all 
observations are divided by the standard error of the Krday CAR. This is 
equivalent to using weigbted leas t sqares to estimate the regression parame- 
ters, where the standard error of the firm’s CAR is the relevant weight. This 

19We perform ah our cross-sectional tests using two definitions of F. In the first, the 
denominator is skn$y the total number of shares outstanding; in the second, we adjust 
the denominator by subtracting the eumbe* - h 1 XP shares held by the acquirer (prior to the of&r) from 
the totd number of shares outstanding. The results are virtually identical using these alternative 
measures. In the text we ordy report results based on the first definition. 
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standard error is computed as the squauz root of the sum of the vkances of 
the prediction errors over the Kj daysm20 

4.2.1. Hetum to target stockholders 

The results of our regression analysis for the sample of target firms are 
reported in the first row of table 5. The estimates of y. and yr are both 
statistically greater than zero. These statistics imply that the average abnormal 
return to target stockholders is cign&antPy positive (f. = $I.g%, t = 3.89) and 
even more so after the passage of the Williams Amendment (R = &OS, 
t = 3.22).2’ The point estimate of y2 is also positive (f2 = 5.38, t = 1.40) t--c “- UUL lb 

not sign&&y difkrent from zero.22 
The estimated coefficient of the single/multiple-bidder dummy variable is 

significantly greater than zero (fS = 13.0%, t = 4.23). Consistent with the 
earlier results, the marginal impact of a multiple-bidder contest is to increase 
the return to the target stockholders. 

The estimated coefficient on the fraction of target shares purchased, F, is 
signikantly positive ( Td = 16.79, t = 4.26). This is consistent with a positively 
sloping supply of target shares. 

4.2.2. Returns to the stockholders of acquiring fims 
The second row of table 5 reports the results of otu cross-sectional regres- 

sion analysis for acquiring firms. 23 The estimate of the constzmt is significantly 

20Specifically, the standard error of CAR is given by (~:%T&)‘/~, where C,, = (1 + l/T+ 
((R.,,,, - %)2~:&, R,)2)), Bi is the standard deviation of the residuals from the estimation 
penod of T days, and R, is the mean return on the market over the estimation period. 

21This result is consistent with the findings of Jarrell and Bradley (1980). They find that the 
passage of the Williams Amendment is associated with an increase in the returns to targets and a 
decrease in the retums to acquirers. 

22The lack of statistical significance of the estimzt tii J; may be due to the positive relation 
between the second time-period dummy variable, T,, and the multiple/single-bidder dummy 
variable, M. The simple correlation between these two independent variables is 0.18 (P = 0.007). 
MuYticollinearity between two independent variables biases the t-statistics of the estimated 
coeaficients toward zero. 

2’Earlier stu&es suggest that the average rate of return to u/1 acquiring firms may not be an 
appropriate measure of the gains from tender offers because of the disparity between the values of 
the target and squiring firms. The acquisition of a very small firm by a very large fum may have 
an imperceptible effect on the return to the acquiring fira regardless of tbe profitability of the 
acquisition. Consistent with this observation, Asquith %mer, and Mullins (1983) show that the 
measured returns to acquiring firms are positively related to a dummy variable that indicates 
whether the target is at least PO% of the value of the acquiring firm. Jarret! (1_%3) generalizes this 
finding and shows that the return to acquiring firms is a continuous positive function of the 
relative value of the target. Kim and McConnell (1977) and Asquith and K _Jm <:982j iimit their 
analysis to aquisitions involving targets that are at least 10% of the value of their respective 
acquiring, firms. Thus, the regressions for acquiring firms were run on two data sets: the entire 
236observation sample and a subsample in twhich the targets are at least 10% of the value of their 
acx@ers. (There are 171 tender offer events in which the relative size of the target is 10% or 
more.) Because none of our empirical results are materially different for the reduced sample. we 
report only results for the total sample. 
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positive (To = 3.5%, t = 2.65) which indicates that the average return to ac@r- 
hg tis in single-bidder tender offers effected before passage of the Williams 
Amendment was +;g=Scantly positjve. The estkates of yI and y2 are both 
significantly negative ($ = -2.58, t = -2.07 and A = - 5.58, t = - 3.43, 
r&spectively). Thus, bidding firms earn significantiy lower r&urns in the 
post-Williams Amendment era. Moreover, the estimate of y2 is less than the 
estimate of yt, which is consistent with our earlier results in table 2 that the 
returns to aqriring firms have decreased over time and that in the most recent 
subperiod acquiring Grms actually suffered a significant loss. 

The point estimate of the coefficient on the single/multiple-bidder dummy 
variable (y3 = - 1.7%, t = -1.32) shows that the marginal impact of 
multiple-bidder contests is to reduce the returns to acquiring ikms, but this 
estimate is riQi &L 

. 24 .I_._ rL_r em* **~*ficantly Merent from zero.-. I-~VCG ulab mpGL IwLww .” LLL..m raC..mcl &A 

targets from muitiple-bidder contests do not translate into corresponding 
lower returns to acquiring fhms unless the total synergistic gains are the same 
in multiple-bidder and single-bidder contests. We return to this issue in the 
next subsection. 

Fiially, we note without much elaboration that the ietum to acquiring firms 
is unrelated te F, the fraction of shares purchased; the estimate of y4 has a 
r-statistic of 0.27. By our analysis this relation (estimate) should be negative: 
all else constant, the greater F, the greater the returns to targets and the 
smaller the returns to acquirers. However, this implication is based on the 
assumption that the total synergy created and the preoffer values of the target 
and acquiring firms are all independent of I;: Violation of any of these 
independence assumptions would negate the prediction of a negative relation 
between F and CARA. No attempt was made to pursue this issue further. 

To provide a more intuitive presentation of the separate effects of regulation 
and competition on the returns to acquiring furus, we report the GlRA by 
time period and our multiple/single-bidder classifkation in table 6. The data 
show that acquiring fkms gained most (4.62% z = 5.99) in single-bidder 
contests effected during the unregulated period of 1963-1968; they lost the 
most (- S.lO%, z = -2.87) in multiple-bidder contests effected in the most 
recent period (1981-1984). 

Perhaps the most notable of the data reported &I table 6 is that the 52 
acquiring Grms in the most recent period (1981-1984) realized a significant 
abnormal loss of - 2.93% (Z = -2.79). This period is associated with an 
increase in the extent and degree of Congressional regulations, the tolerance of 
Reagan Administration towards large-scale mergers, the advent of investment 
banking Ifr=s that spcciahxe in raising funds to finance takeover battles, and 
the development of sophisticated defensive tactics. We believe that all of these 

24@nce again we note tkah h- multicoibearity between 5 and M biases the r-statistics of the 
estimated coe%ic~: of each toward zero. See footnote 22. 
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Table 6 

Percent mean abnormal return to acquirers involved in 236 successful tender offers between 1963 
and 1984, by time period and multiple/single-bidder classification (z-statistics in parentheses). 

_-,-I 
Subperiod Total 

?,&?-6,/68 7/68-12/80 l/81-12/84 7/63-12/84 

Single 4.62’ 1.74b - 1.08 2,OOa 
bidder (5.99) (2.04) (; l.l$ (4.11) 

N=42 N=93 = N=163 

Multiple 1.62 0.27 -5.10a - 1.33 
bidder (1.05) (0.22) (-E.M) 

N-9 1V==40 (E/ N-73 

Total 
(Z; 

1.30 - 2.93’ 0.97= 
(1.58) (-3.79) (2.61) 

N=51 N=133 N=52 N = 236 

aSigaificant at the 0.01 level. 
bSigaificant at the 0.01 level. 

factors have contributed to an increase in competition among bidding firms. 
Consistent with this conjecture, the data in the table indicate an increasing 
trend in the relative frequency of multiple-bidder contests over time; 18%, 
_W.“, _I Tu,“, m 2n(a canA At3E l sttibperiods ?963-1968,1968-1980, and 1981-1984, respec- 
tivdy. Qbviously, an incrcase in competition among bidders does not explain 
negative returns to acquirers. However, if every successful bidder is pushed to 
its maximum valuation of the target, there is a greater probability that 
overvaluations will occur and the acquirer’s shareholders will suffer a capital 
loss. This adverse efkt was most severe during the period l98l-1984, when 
the shareholders on average lost 5.10% (z = -2.87) as a result of successful 
acquisitions in r~~&$le-bidder contena’. 

In light of the,se results, we note our earlier finding IBradley, De& and 
Kim (1983)] that the msuccessful bidders in multiple-bidder contests during 
the period 1963-l%O on axrage lost 8% of their preoffer value. In contrast, 
the data in tabie 6 show that the average gain to the SUWdd bidders in 
multiple-bidder coniests during the same period (1963-1980) is not signifi- 
cantly different from zero. Thus, it appears that once a firm fmds itself in a 
bidding war, it is better to win than lose, even though in winning, the firm’s 
stockholders may sufl’er a capital loss. 

On the basis of our time-series analysis in section 4.1, we conjectured that 
the low returns to acquiring R;ms in multiple-bidder contests are driven by the 
negative returns to so-called white knights. The results of our zross-sectional 
analysis reinforce this conclusion. As reported in table 6, the mean CARA of 
the 73 successful bidders in our multiple-bidder sample is - 1.33% (z = - 1. 
The mean CARA to the 24 first-bidder acquirers is 0.81% (z = 0.41), whereas 
the mean CAR.4 for the 49 late-bidder acquirers (white knights) is -2.38% 

J.F.E.-8 
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(z= -2.05). Clearly, the evidence is consistent with our contention that white 
knights, on average, pay ‘too much’ for the targets they acquire. 

4.2.3. Total percentage synergistic gains 

The results of our cross-sectionai rewession analysis for the relative synerg- 
istic gains (CARC) are presented in the third row of table 5. The data show 
that only the estimate UP ‘i;? is significantly different from zero. The estimate of 
the constant indicates that the average unregulated, single-bidder tender offer 
results in an increase in the combined values of the two firms. 

The estimate of the coefficient on the multiple/&gle-bidder dummy varia- 
ble is positive but the r-statistic is only 1.35. We interpret this as weak 
evidence that competition among bidding fhms generates additional informa- 
tion that leads to a higher-valued allocation of the combined resources of the 
two firms25 Alternatively, it may be that the potential for large synergistic 
gains attracts multiple bidders. At any rate, the positive relation between our 
measure of synergistic gains and our multiple/single-bidder dummy variable 
partially expltis the Lack of 3 significant negative relation between the Mums 
to acquiring firms and the multiple/single-bidder dummy variable. 

Finally, neither of the estimated coefficients on the time dummy variables is 
signScantly different from zero. This suggests that the effects of increased 
regulat’on, developmL_ts in the investment banking industry, and the use of 
defensive tactics have beeu a zero sum game. That is, the increased gains to the 
stockholders of target firu~ have come at the expense of the gains to the 
stockholders of squired ohms. 

5. Sunnanary and conclusions 

I+ paper provides a theoretical and empirical analysis of inter&m tender 
offers. We analyze the mechanics of the tender offer process and demonstrate 
how this capital market transaction allocates corporate resources to their 
highest-valued use. Our empirical analysis documents the synergistic gains 
created by tender offers and how these gains are divided between the stock- 
holders of the target and acquiring firms. 

Our analysis of the tender offer process, which is presented in the appendix, 
demonstrates that a successful tender offer must be front-end loaded. More 
importantly, we show that two-tier, front-end loaded tender offers are not 
coercive and do not impede the (optimal) allocation of the target resources. 
Indeed, we argue that all successful offers, even partial and any and all offers, 

‘W,e posit+ vt co::e!atic!n be!rvecn !he kqx~rh! dumm wriables (T! and T2) and the 
multiple/single-bidde:. 3umrazy variable (M) biases the r-stat&x of the estimated coeficiects 
~owari ( zero. 
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a~ fro&end h~Iec9. We ~SO ape that although there are three parameters 

of my tender offer, rival bidding firms compete on the front-end offer price 
rather than the back-end price or the fraction of shares sought. The data are 
consistent with both conjectures. 

On the basis of tis characterization of the tender offer process, we show 
that the bidding firm that can effect the highest-valued reallocation of the 
tmget resources can always fashion the highest-valued (winning) bid. We &O 
show that target managers are always able to structure an intrafirm tender 
o&r that can defeat a value-decreasing inter&m tender offer. Thus, the 
management team that can effect the highest-valued allocation of the twget 
resames will acquire (maintain) control of the target. 

Our empirical investigation is based on an exhaustive sample of successful 
tender offers effected between 1963 and 1984 in which both the target and 
acquiring firms were hsted on either the NYSE or AMEX at the time of the 
acquisition, The average synergistic gain created by the 236 offers in our 
sam$c is $117 mihion (in December 1984 dollars), representing a 7.4% 
increase in the co~mbined wealth of the stockholders of the target and acquir- 
ing iirms. This tiding is consistent with the synergy hypothesis advanced by 
Bradley, Desai, and Kim (1983) and inconsistent with Roll’s (1986) ‘Hubris 
Hypothesis’. 

We find that target stockholders have captured the lion’s share of the gains 
from tender offers, and their share of the gains has incrwed signScantly since 
the passage of the Williams Amendment in 1968. Acquiring firms, on tb.e other 
hand, realized a significant positive gain only during the unregulated period 
1963-1.968 and5 in fact, suf&red a sign&ant loss during the most recent 
subperiod, 1981-19841 We also find that the total percentage synergistic gains 
from tender offers have remained remarkably constant over time. Thus, 
government regulations and other changes that have occurred in the tender 
offer environment have been a zero sum game: the increase in the gains to the 
target stockholders has come at the expense of the sto&holders of acquiring 
firms. 

Our empirical analysis confirms our contention that competition among 
bidding firms increases the returns to targets and decreases the returns to 
acquirers. However, competition is not a zero sum game: total synergistic 
gains are larger in multiple-bidder acquisitions. Thus. the targets of multiple- 
bidder contests reabze greater gains not only at the expense of the shaw 

holders of acquiring firms but also from the greater synergistic gains that 

accompany these transactions. 
We find that competition among bidding Iri ,;ts rc&i;es the average gain to 

acquirers ‘13 a level that is not s$r;fi~~+C!Y~ Uu,_.arlr+J .&fferer:t from zero. This adverse 
effect of competition is most severe for late-bidder acquirers, more commonly 
known as white knights. On average, the white knights in our sam ay ‘t 
much’ for the targets thcj acquire. 
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Our data also show that the return to target firms is positively related to the 
fraction of target shares purchased. This is consistent with our contention that 
tax considerations and/or heterogeneous expectations among target share- 
holders generate a positively sloped supply of target shares. 

In sum, our ‘heoretical analysis implies t’hat intertim tender offers are 
efficient mechanisms to channel corporate resources to higher-valued uses. Our 
empirical results are consistent with this implication. We therefore see no 
justification for the continuing efforts by those in Washingtca to ‘reform’ the 
tender offer process. 26 Rather, we believe that public policy snould be directed 
toward facilitating this capital market transaction. 

Appendix: An anaiysis of the tender offer proass2’ 

The objective of this appendix is to demonstrate analytically the contentions 
made in section 3.3. To this end, we develop a stylized model of the tender 
offer process that is consistent with existing legal and institutional constraints.28 
We analyze the mechanics of the tender offer process and demonstrate how 
market forces arise to solve various problems posed by this capital market 
transaction. SpecScaUy+ we show (1) how bidding firms use front-end loaded 
offers to solve the free-rider problem and (2) how the potential for competing 
bids by target mauagers solves the prisoner’s dilemma and ensures that 
successful tender offers will be value-increasing transactions for target stock- 
holders. More important, we demonstrate how market forces ensure that the 
management team that can effect the highest-va!ued allocation of the target 
resources will acquire (maintain) control of the target. Although some of these 
issues have been discussed elsewhere in the literature, we do provide some new 
insights into the mechanics of the tender offer and the process of competition 
in the market for corporate control. 

A. I.1, The problem 

The free-rider problem associated with tender offers has been analyzed by 
several authors. 29 The issue can be illustrated by means of a simple numerical 
example. Consider an all-equity target firm with ten shares outstanding, each 
selling at $40: a $G.XI &m. Assume that if a potential acquiring Grm were to 

26Lehn and jones (1987) document *&at over t&e past tbxe years, at least 74 bills have been 
introduced by more than PO0 senators or congre~men to futrher regulate corporate takeovers. 

27This appendix is a revised version of a model developed in Bradley and Kim (1984). In 
revising this portion of tie paper, we have benefited greatly from helpful discussions with Elazar 
Berkovitch. 

2sFor alternative modeling of tender offers, see Berkovitch and Khanna (1986). Fishman (!986), 
Khanna (1986), and Shleifer and Vishny (I986). 

“‘See Bradley (1980) and Grossman and Hart (1980;. 
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secure control of the target, it could reallocate the firm’s resources in such a 
way that the market value alf the target firm’s assets would increase to $600. 
Thus the acquisition would generate a $200 synergistic gain. 

Assume that in an attempt to exploit the available synergies, a potential 
acquirer makes the following offer. It will purchase five of the outstanding 
target shares (a controlling interest) at $50 per share (a 25% premium). If the 
offer is successful, the market price per share will rise to $60 (= $600,~10). ilf 
fewer than five shares are tendered, the offer will be withdrawn and the target’s 
share price will fall back to the preoffer level of $40 per share.3o 

If we assume that the target stockholders behave as atomistic wealth 
maximizers, their optimal reqquse to this offer is clear They will hold cn to 
their shares because the payoff will be greater if they wait -until others tender 
their shares and the value of the target is increased by the takeover. As a 
consequence, no one will tender, even though by tendering they would all 
realize a substantial capital gain. This result is nothing more than a manifesta- 
tion of the free-rider problem. The inability of target stockholders to write and 
enforce a contract that all will tender leads each separately not to tender. Each 
hopes that the others will tender so that the value of the target will be 
increased by the takeover, but none will tender for $50 if the postexecution 
market value of the target shares is (expected tc be) $60. Those who do not 
tender will hope to free ride on those whc C-L, 3ut because all target stock- 
holders will feel *&is way, RO shares will be tendered. 

A.I.2. 171e solution 

The obvious solution to the free-rider problem is for the bidding firm to 
mcke a two-tier bid and front-end load the offer. Sge~ified1.y~ t,he bidding firm 
must set Pr, the offer price, greater than PEs the (expec:&) postoffer price. In 
our example, the bidding firm could offer to buy five shares at $80 and 
stipulate that if five shares (a controlling block) were obtained; it would effect 
a takeout merger and r&em the remaining five shares for $50 a piece. 

The dominating response for any target st&holdnr to this revised bid is to 
tender. By assumption, if the offer is unsuccessfi-?l, each stockhoider’s weaith 
will remain at its preolYer level. If the offer is successful and a target 
stockholder does not tendcz-: h~xmer, he will forego the takeover premium, 

PT - P,. Since all target stockholders will evaluate the offer in the same 
manner, all will tender and the offer wili be successful. 

The implication of the foregoing analysis is clear. A necessary condition for 
a successfui tender offer is that it be front-end loaded, i.e., PT > P,. By 
front-end loading the offer9 the bidding firm provides an incentive for target 
stockholders to tender and thus solves the free-rirb_er p+nbi~~n. 

30Bradley, De& and Kim (1983) document that rhe market price of the shares of a target of ark 
unsuccessfu! tender offer falls back to the pretender offer level if the target is not taken over 
within the next five years. 
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A.2 The prisoner’s dilemma and corporate raiders 

A.U. The prob:e,m 

Cktics of the tender offer process often claim that frort-end loaded offers 
are coercive in that target stockholders have no real choice but to tender under 
such terms. Further, critics argue that the coercive nature of front-end loaded, 
two-tier offers allows so-called tirporate raiders to acquire the assets of a 
target for something. less than their preoffcr market value. To illustrate this 
point, we return to the numerical example in which the hypothetical target has 
10 shares outstanding, each worth $40. Assume that a potential corporate 
raider makes the following two-tier bid. The raider will pay $50 per share (a 
25% premium) for five tuget shares. I=Iaving obtained control of the target, it 
will then redeem the remaining target shares for $20 per share. If fewer than 
five shares are tendered, the offer will be withdrawn. In terms of our earlier 
notation, Pr = $50 and P, = $20. 

The ‘corporate-raiding aspect of the above o&z lies in the fact that the 
bidding firm is attempting to buy a $400 firm for $350: $250 on the front end 
and $100 on the back end. Table 7 illustrates the payoff matrix faced by a 
target stockholder with two shares. The two possible responses are to hold or 
to tender. Without any loss in generality, we consider three possible aggregate 
market responses: fewer than five shares arc tendered, in which case the offer 
will be withdrawn and the price of the target shares will fall to their preoffer 
level; exactly five shares are tendered and all are accepted by the bidding tlrm; 
and aii uutstandiig shares are tendered and, following federal regulations, five 
shares are accepted on a pro-rata basis. The entries in table 7 reflect the 
changes from preoffer wealth of $80. 

Reading the entries across the 6rst row of table 7, if the stockholder does 
not tender and the offer is unsuccessful, his wealth will be unaffected. If the 
offer is successful, however, he will lose $40. Each of his two shares will be 
redeemed in the back end of the offer for $20. 

If the stockholder tenders and the offer is unsuccessful, his wealth will be 
unaffected. If exactly five shares are tendered, the stockholder will receive 
$100: $50 for each share tendered. This will increase his wealth by $20. If all 
outstanding shares are tendered, the oiler will be executed on a pro rata basis 
and the Stockholm “er will rwcive $50 for one share (the front end) and $20 for 
the other (the back end). Thus, he will receive $70 for his two-share portfolio 
for a net loss of $10. 

The entries in table 7 indicate that the dominant strategy is to tender: if the 
offer is successful, the shareholder’s wealth will be greater; and if the offer is 
unsuccessful, his wealth will be no different. Thus, each target stockholder 
acting in his self-interest will tender all of his shares. As a result, the offer will 
be successful and the acquiring firm will have obtained a $408 firm for $350. 
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Table 7 

Wealth changes for a target stockholder (owning two shares) contingent on aggregate stockholder 
response and his individual response. Rows indicate stockholder response; columns indicate 
aggregate stockholder response; and cells indicate change in wealth. Assumptions: Target is au 
all-equity firm with ten shares outstanding and stockholder owus two shares with a preoffer value 
of $40 each. Tender offer is for 50% of the target shares; offer (fromeud) price is $50; (implicit) 

back-end price is $20; pro-rata execution. 

Individual 
shueholder 
respome 

Aggregate shareholder response 

Unsuccessfui offer Successful offer 

Fewer than five Five shares All other 
shares tendered tendered shares *;&~ed 

Hold 
Tender 

0 g-40 
0 % + 20 

The preceding numerical example is general in its application. As long as 
P, ) Pn, target stockholders wiil tind it in theii interest to tender. Note that 
this tendering decision is independent of PO, the preoffer market price of the 
targel shares. Once a firm receives a takeover bid the behavior of the target 
stockholders is determined by the relation between Pr and PE and is 
independent of PO. 

The pote~tiai ior a corporate raider to acquire the target assets at less than 
their market value stems from the inability of the target stockholders to act 
collectively. The presumption is that it is prohibitively costly for the target 
sr<xkholders 10 write and enforce a contract that guarantees that no one will 
tender and attempt to realize the 25% front-end premium. 

A.2.2. Institutional/ legal solutions to the Prisoner3 Dilemma 

Clearly, if target stockholders could act collectively or if arbitrageurs cou!d 
secure a controlling block of the firm’s shares, front-end bad& offers would 
pose no problem (dilemma). Under these circumstances, the target stock- 
holders or market arbitrageurs would collectively analyze the entire value of 
each bid according to the equation 

V=[FxP,]+[(l-F)xP,], 

where F is the fraction of target shares purchased on the front end. That is, 
they would evaluate each bid in terms of the fraction of shares purchased at 
the offer price and the fraction purchased (redeemed) at tht= barkend price. 
They would then tender collectively to the bidder w red the highest-val- 
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ued total bid. Thus, cd.lective action oli the part of target stockholders or 
arbitrageurs could solve the prisoner’s dilemma. 

Another solution to the prisoner’s dilemma stems from the legal/institu- 
tional constraints imposed on bidding firms in setting the back-end or takeout 
price, Pn. Note that corporate *raiding’ requires bidding ohms to be able to set 
Px below the preoffer price, PO. The latitude afforded bidding firms in setting 
the back-end price (Pn) is governed by state statutes and charter provisions. 
Many states have fair-price stufutes dictating that the back-end price cannot 
be lower than the front-end price. Fair-price churter amendments impose the 
saute constraints on bidders. 31 Finally, target stockholders can seek an ap- 
praisal remedy from the courts if the back-end price is less than ‘fair’. The 
appraisal remedy exists to prevent the exploitation of a minority by a majority 
of a firm’s stockholderz For example, suppose that a bidding Rrm secures a 
majority of the 6rm’s shares in the front end of a two-step tender o!Ker, 
Appraisal statutes exist to insure that the majority will not ‘cash out’ the 
minority at an %mfair’ price. ?n sum, these legal and institutional arrange- 
ments impose a limit on the minimum Px that the bidder can set, and thereby 
limit the extent to which corporate raiders can ply their trade. 

A&. A market solution to the prison&s dilemma 

Even when target stockholders cannot act collectively or they are not 
‘protected’ by kz.@~‘institutional sanctions, there will be a market solution to 

31The constraints imposed by f&-price statutes and fair-price amendments do not vitiate our 
necessary condition for a successful tender offer that Pr be greater than Pn. Even when these 
legal and institotional constraints require the back-end price to be nominally equal to the 
front-end price, there are economic forces at work that make even these offers Front-end loaded. 

To begin &h, fair-price provisious are relevant only in two-step takeovers. Thus, one way to 
negate their effects is for bidding firms to buy a controlling interest in the target at the stated offer 
price and nevc; buy the remaining target shares. In other words, the bidding firm could secure a 
~ntr&~g interest h he mg,zi & ~2% I; & t &g&n- A= Lam B.Q thP hiddinp fim &ps sot 

buy the remaining .~hares %I 
au,. - .“-a _ wx. -_--.__. 

a two-r?ep takeover, fair-price provisions cannot guarantee that the 
back-end ma&t price wiY be as great as the front-end offer price. 

A second reason why fti-price p:ovisions do not affect our necessary condition for a successful 
offer is the time value of money. If there is a significant deiay between the first and the second 
steps of a twc~tep takeover, the value of the front end will be greater than the (present) value of 
the back end even if the dollar amounts of the two are the same. 

Finally, transactions costs may make the front-end price more valuable than the back-end price 
even when the two are nominally the same. Typically, target stockholders who tender to the front 
end of a two-step offer do not pay brokerage fees. However, if a significant number of shares are 
purchased in the front end and, as a result, the major exchanges delist the firm’s stock, target 
stockholders will have to incur transactions costs to have their shares redeemed at the back-end 
price. 

In sum, although fair-price provisions constrain the degree to which bidding firms can effect a 
front-end iosded acquisition, these c onstraints do not negate our necessary condition for a 
successful offer. For many of these same reasons, even any-and-all offers, in whirh the bid&q 
film is willing to buy all txgct t hares at a given price, are, for all intents and purposes, front-end 
loaded offers. For a further amllysis of the constraints imposed on bidding firms in setting the 
back-end or takeout price, see Bradley and Rosenzweig (1986 a, b). 



the prisoner’s dilemma. Recall that in section A.2.1, the bid of the ‘raider’ was 
$50 each for five shares on the front end and $20 each for the remaining five 
shares on the back end; and that in the absence of an alternative bid, target 
stockholders were induced to tender their shares to this bidder. 

Consider now a share repurchase (an intrafhm tender offer) with the 
following terms. The target managers wih pay $60 each for all shares tendered 
up to five shares. If more than five shares are tendered, they will effect the offer 
on a pro-rata basis, and hence, the implicit back-end price of this offer is $20. 
The question now becomes; how will target stockholders respond to these two 
competing bids? 

We employ the logic of game theory to deduce the ‘optimal’ response by 
target stockholders. Ass~:m~ first that target stockholders believe that the 
‘rtider’ will be successful; i.e., the ‘raider’ will be successful in attracting at 
least five of the ten target shares. (Note that in our example we assume that 
the ‘raider’ will be able to secure control of the target with five shares. To be 
technically correct we should be talking about securing 51% of the outstanding 
target shares.) With these beliefs, target stockholders will also believe that the 
target management will purchase every share tendered at $58. Consequently, 
they will not tender to tie raider; instead, they will tender to the target 
management. Clearb, this does not constitute a Nash equilibrium. 

Assume now that target stockholders believe that the target managers will 
be successful in their share repurchase program. Under this set of beliefs, 
target stockholders will tender to the target managers and the repurchase 
progratt will in fact succeed. This is a Nash equilibrium - the beliefs of target 
stockholders are fulfilled. 

Table 8 illustrates the response/outco.me payoff matrix facing our two-share 
target stockholder in the wake of the bid by the ‘raider’ and the intrafirm 
tender offer. The entries in the table iliustrate that tendering to the share 
repurchase is the dominant strategy. The obvious outcome of this game E that 
ail target stockhoiders will tender their shares to the repurchase program and, 
as indicated in the table, aggregate stockholder wealth will be u~hanged. 

The importance a 5 the precdin;_ wumcric example lies in its generality. 
Target imanagers are always able to structure an intrafirm tender offer that 
dominates the bid of a corpora:.. Lp rai,der who attempts to acquire the target at 
below its preoffer market value. The potential for such a dominating intrafirm 
tender offer solves the prisoner’s dilemma. 32 As a result, value-decreasing bids 
will never be successful and therefore probably are never made, 

32Another defensive mechanism available to target management is to liquidate the firm and pay 
out the proceeds as a liquidating dividend. Thus, the firm’s liquidation value represents the 
ultimate lowe: bour.d for the value of a successful rtiding bid. Kim and Schatzberg (1487) 
exrmi~c: a sznple of firms that voluntarily liquidated and document that the shareholder wealth 
increased bq an average of 34 percent. 
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Table 8 

Wealth changes for a target stockholder (owuing two shares) contingent on aggregate stockholder 
response and his individual response. Rows indicate stockholder response; columns indicate 
aggregate shareholder response; and cells indicate change in wealth. Assumptions: Target is an 
all-equity firm with ten shares outstauding and stockholder OWI?S two shares with a preoffer va!:ye 
of $40 each. One teuder offer outstand@ biider offers to buy 50% of the target shares for $50 0% 
the front end and $20 on the back end; a repurchase program outstanding: offer to repurchase up 
to 50% of the target shares for $60 (on the front end) with au implicit back-end price of 520; 

pro-rata executiou. 

Iudividual 
shareholder 
response 

Hold 

Tender to bidder 

Tender repurchase 

Aggregate market response -_ 
Repurchase successful Bidder successful 

All other All other Neither 
50% ShiWS 50% shares offer 

tendered tendered tendered tendered successful 

s-98 s-40 g-40 g-40 0 

-40 -40 +20 -10 0 

+iio 0 +4ii +40 0 

AS. Tem&r offers with synergistic gains 

The mdysis presented in the preceding section implies that only value- 
increasing tender offers will be made. In this sectian we argue that if there is 
more than one firm that can effect a value-increasing allocation of the target 
resources, the firm that can effect the highest synerggstic gain will win control 
of the target. TQ see this, consider two firms that are able to effect synergistic 
gains by combining with the target. Assume that bidder 1 can increase the 
value of the target to $500 and bidder - 2 em increase its value to $600. As we 
will -see, both fums will at?empt to set as high a front-end price as possible and 
4.H try to minimize its back-end price. As discussed earlier, the &nimum P, 
that a bidding firm can set is determined by legal and institutional factors. 
Thus we assume that the minimum P, is specific to the target - as opposed 
to the bidding firm. Fo f $;xljo&ional conv&enze, -we assurrSe that the m&i- 
mum Pu that either bidder can set is the preoffer value of the target firm, 
which is $40 in our example. With a $40 back-end price, bidder 1 can offer $60 
on the front end (for five &ares) and bidder 2 can offer SO. The question n$=‘~ 
becomes: if both bidding firms make their respective maximum ofl’ers, how 
would target stockholders respond? 

It is clear that there is no dominant strategy tot target stockholders to 
pursue. There is 80 unique Nash equilibrium. If target stockholders believe 
tm bidder I will win, the optimal strategy is to tender to bidder 1. I-Iowever, 

. if they believr; bidder 2 will win, they will tender to bzddc; 2. In short, with 
front-end loaded tender offers it is always better to have tendered to the! 
winning bidder. Thus, c-n% t-..--,* uIIL bui6_5 r;;&&older wiii tender to ihe bidtiing firm 
that he believes will win. 
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Given the above assumptions, bidder 2 (the one that can effect the highest- 
valued synergy) can make the following revised bid. It can make a firm 
commitment to purchase up to five (51%) of the target shares for $1 more than 
bidder l’s offer price ($61), regardless of the number of shares tendered to 
bidder 1. We now examine the possible equilibria of this revised game. 

Assume that target stockholders believe that bidder 2 will win the contest. 
With this set of bdiefs, target stockholders will tender to bidder 2 and bidder 
2 will in fact win. This is a Ntih equilibrium. 

Now assume that target stockholders believe that bidder 1 will win the 
contest (secure 51% of the target shares). Under these circumstances target 
stockholders would eschew bidder l’s offer and tender to bidder 2’s firm 
commitment to bty up to OZW of the shares at $61 per share. Since, by 
asstunption, target stockhok&-Js believe that bidder 1 will receive at least Sl%, 
they will also believe that bidder 2 will purchase every share tendered for $61 
each. Thus, when target stockholders believe that bidder 1 will win, they will 
tender to bidder 2 instead. Consequently, this is not a Nash equilibrium, Thus, 
by the above analysis, the or&y set of behefs that are consistent with the 
outcome of the ‘game’ is that bidder 2, the higher-valued bidder with the firm 
commitment offer, will win the tender offer contest. 

Note that bidder 1 (the lower-x&ted bidder) wiil never make an offer with a 
front-end price greater than $60 a share, nor will it make an unconditional 
(firm-commitment) offer at $60 a share. Given a minimum back-end price of 
$40, the acquisition of five shares at greater than $60 a share will result in a 
value-decreasing transaction for its shareholders. (Recall that bidder 1 can 
effect only $100 in :SII synergistic gains.) Moreover, it will never offer a firm 
commitment at $60 a share, because bidder 1 knows that every share it 
purchases at $60 will be worth only $40 when bidder 2 inevitably gains control 
3f the target. 

The analysis of this appendix generates several important impbh~~s. 

First, in tender ofTer contests, the successful bidder -will be the one that can 
effect the highest synergistic gains. Second. the total value of the winning offer 
must be at least equal to the next-highest-valued allocation of the target 
resources, which is bounded from below by the preoffer market value of the 
target shares. Thus, successful tender offers will be value-increasing transac- 
tions for the stockholders of target &IS and will result in the optimal 
allocation of the target resources. 
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